
Look at Labour and Lib Dem Councils to
see what they believe

It is often best to judge people by what they do rather than relying on what
they say.This is certainly true of political parties, who often change their
minds in office from their election promises.

I see at first hand what Lib Dem led Wokingham and Labour led Reading do.
Both pursue a relentless vendetta against motorists, closing roads,
 narrowing roads, restricting junctions, imposing more rules and speed
limits. Both are spendthrift, claiming they do not have enough government
money.Both allow the growth of potholes.

Both put up parking charges and make access to their towns difficult for
those coming by car. Both claim a shortage of money despite receiving
substantial national grants.

Both put up Council tax by the maximum.

Devolved government in Wales and Scotland sends the same message. Labour in
Wales and the SNP in Scotland preside over a slower growth rate than England.
They concentrate on getting more national tax per head to spend than England,
yet their public services are often worse and their economic performance
poorer.

There is some good Brexit news

We are just past the  half way point in this election. The two main parties,
Labour and Conservative have both seen at times modest declines in polling
support as they have unveiled their plans. The average poll rating is now 22%
for the Conservatives and 42%  for Labour. Some polls have put Labour below
40% and Conservative below 20%.

The polls usually exclude the large numbers of Don’t Knows and Won’t says.
The polls will be right if they stay at home or vote in the same proportions
as those who have said what they will do. If there is a disproportionately
large number of former Conservatives amongst that group then they could
decide in the end to vote Conservative because they do not want a Labour
government, changing the outlook. Some could decide to vote Reform, helping
 confirm the poll predictions for Labour to do well.

Higher taxes, high migration levels, a failure to use Brexit freedoms
sufficiently, an acceptance of bad Treasury and Bank economic policy would
all get worse under Labour.It would  be a perverse outcome if former
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Conservative voters ended up voting or not voting in a way which gave Labour
a large majority with under 40 % of the vote. Usually a party needs around
43% to secure a decent majority. Only if the Opposition is badly split do you
get big majorities at lower levels of vote. Most of of those undecided or
angry voters do not want a Labour government. The more we hear and see the
Labour Opposition the clearer it becomes they will not tackle the tax,
growth,  and migration issues successfully.

The Conservatives need to explain some of things that have gone right. Brexit
has protected us from a big or any  share of the 800 billion Euros of new
debt the EU is borrowing, We have quite enough debt of our own without
needing loads more from the EU. At last after too dear a transition we are
now saving billions  a year on contributions to the  EU and have increased
NHS spending by far more than the promise on the bus. Our trade with the EU
has expanded  since we left against so many gloomy forecasts, Trade with the
rest of the world has expanded even faster as we have expanded old trade
agreements and added new ones thanks to Brexit freedom.

Educational standards have risen well in England with big improvements in
reading and maths. This augurs well for more young people to better paid
jobs. Unemployment has come well down since 2010.

What we missed by having an earlier
election

My advice over the last 18 months to the PM and his advisers was to go for a
late November election. I argued the government could over 2024 deliver much
lower legal migration, benefit from the likely  big fall in inflation, see
interest rates come down a bit and be on a falling trend, deliver some
economic  growth, get more accurate NHS waiting list numbers and show decent
falls in waits. Showing government could deliver all these things would
strengthen the case for re election on a platform of more growth, lower tax
rates, lower migration and better public services to come, building on the
2024 achievements.

The government did agree to change migration policy, putting in changes to
cut numbers this January. I urged them to publish at least monthly figures
showing the falls, and aim to get nine months published by an election.
Instead we have seen one 3 month number showing falls. The government rightly
wants to get numbers down from here.

Inflation did fall as expected and is almost back to target. It should fall
further by year end.

Going early meant no interest rate cuts. There could well be two or three
later this year after the election.
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The government did get in 2 budgets with some tax cuts. It would have been
good to have had 3 and to establish more growth for longer to underpin more
tax cuts to come. The small VAT threshold increase could have been bigger.
Getting rid of IR 35 would have boosted self employment more than the NI cut.

I was told  Ministers were working on all the double counting and misleading
entries in the NHS waiting list numbers, but did not complete in time for an
early election. Numbers nonetheless were coming down until last month and may
well fall further later this year. People who say they need to see a Dr for a
review in 6 months time say they are on a waiting list yet of course they do
not need an appointment for 6 months. Some entries are double counted.Some no
longer need treatment. Many are awaiting first diagnosis, not treatment.

The economy has grown this year though not every month. It will take the
lower inflation and lower interest rates to come to boost it, and would
benefit from further pro jobs and business tax cuts.

Too much debate about who might win

After months of being ignored the BBC invited me on to the World at One to
discuss the vote split between Conservatives and Reform! I pointed out I have
set out crucial topics like nationalised industry losses, Bank of England
disastrous money policy, revealed the public sector productivity collapse,
wrote about controlling independent bodies and much else crucial to how we
can have lower taxes, a growth strategy and better public services. The BBC
resolutely wallows in ignorance of these issues and opportunities. I reminded
 them I am an economic and political analyst, not a pollster. I declined to
play their game of creating a row between Conservative and Reform.

Their view as always mimics the Lib Dem’s. The country is festooned with
their self serving lies with every poster that announces “Winning here”. Past
experience and current polls say they will lose in most of those places.The
slogan is all about them and their ambitions. It tells us nothing about what
they want for our country or how they would serve their electors. They often
ally this to nasty personal  attacks on their opponents as they are
understandably reluctant to talk about their record in local government or
their work in coalition government.

No-one knows how in 3 weeks time many past Conservative voters will vote
because they have not yet decided what to do. Currently some say they will
vote Conservative, some say Reform, and many say undecided. What the BBC
should be encouraging is a fuller exploration of the issues like budget
pressures, wasteful spending, public sector losses and the productivity
collapse to provide some balance to the parade of left wing experts who all
conclude tax rises are needed.

Candidates contesting the election are best advised to ignore opinion polls,
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which tell the big majority of them they will lose. Candidates need to talk
more about the big issues facing us, what they think about them and how they
want to serve us. Too many shelter behind party sound bites that close down
or skate round debate. Labour’s endless repetition that they have a fully
costed and funded programme is a silly way of trying to avoid big issues
about affordability and value for money of public services.

Some propositions all should debate

Parties in the election say they want to promote growth and prosperity. Many
of them want a bigger tax take to spend more on public sector activities, and
to expand what the public sector does. To pay  for this they plead  growth
then look around for people and businesses with money to tax more.

In order to break out of the UK’s slow growth boom bust progress of our years
in the EEC/ EU under Labour, Labour/Liberal, Conservative and Conservative/
Liberal governments we need to change some stupid assumptions.

1. The Bank of England and  Treasury  know what they are doing and will get
it right without political direction.

They designed the disasters of Competition and  Credit Control (early 1979s
boom/bust) ;European  Exchange  Rate Mechanism (early 1990s boom/ bust] ;
Global banking with derivatives ( 2000 S boom/ bust) and Quantitative Easing
and Tightening ( COVID great inflation). Labour invented the overspend,
overborrow IMF  humiliation of the 1970 s and added to the 2008 banking crash
its  own private finance and public sector borrowing excess.

2. The U.K. can solve global warming by deindustrialising, importing energy
and goods that generate a lot of CO 2.

By keeping our own gas in the ground we lose many well paid jobs, much tax
revenue, and increase world CO 2 by importing LNG .That helps no one.

3. High levels of migration are good for growth.

We need to look at per capita growth. The Treasury needs to account properly
for all the extra capital and revenue costs to house and support a low wage
or dependent migrant.

4. Rejoining the EU single market and adopting all its laws would boost
growth.

It would do the opposite. Our growth rate slowed on completion  of the single
market. It hit innovation and blocked trade with non EU.

5 Our public services would all suddenly work well if we put a few billions
more in.
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The NHS has enjoyed huge increases in money since 2020, way more than the
Brexit bus promise. Productivity has fallen , staff relations have been poor
so the money did not buy success.


